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The Venus Transit of June 2004
Many clients have been e-mailing us about the unusual energies that are going on around
them. Some people have been experience an unexplained sound that they have been
hearing. Others have just been off center and going through many different mental,
physical, and spiritual experiences. So what in the world is going on anyway? The
answer is the Venus Transit..
A Venus transit is an astronomical event where the plant Venus passes between the Earth
and the sun. Venus transits last for 6-7 hours and come in pairs separated by exactly 8
years minus two days. The Venus transit has always preceded great breakthroughs in
human consciousness. The Venus transit will be on June 8, 2004 and will come to an end
at the next Venus transit in 2012. The last Venus transit ended in 1882. Many people are
predicting a profound alignment of energies that will shift our Earths realities.
As we are getting closer to the Venus Transit the energies will become stronger. The
energies may be more subdued, introverted, latent, and yet extremely powerful. So...
fasten your seat belt, Dorothy. We think the hurricane is about to take our houses for a
little ride!
Significant events that have happened in the past:
1518 (1526)- During this period of time Magellan launched his ships to set sail around
the world. The impact on the minds of people of this accomplishment was enormous.
Through their journey these captains had shown in practice that the world was not flat,
but spherical. In the following years a new world view emerged in which it was clear
that humans inhabited a globe. The time of speculation was over and this may be said to
have been the first step in development of the global mind set.
1631 (1639) - During this period of time, emerged the first national mail services in
Europe and so also seems to be associated with human communications. Written
communications between people, initially in certain countries, then became routine even
over long distances.
1761 (1769) - During this period of time, a group of scientists collaborated internationally
on a project. The study of this event had long been prepared for by astronomers, who
were planning to use their observations as a means of measuring the distance to the sun.

For the project to be successful they had to involve astronomers in different countries
around the world. Never before had scientists belonging to different national academies
collaborated on a project. It may be the first international collaboration project of any
kind, wherein different nations collaborated as a group.
1874 (1882)- A couple of things were going on. The founding of the World Post Union
and the completion of the Atlantic telegraph cable both furthered the development of the
global mind. Alexander Graham Bell had his first idea of a telephone in 1874 and
patented it two years later. It became possible, for the first time, for people to routinely
communicate around the globe as rapid means for this were developed. Today’s internet
would not have been possible without these preparatory steps in the development of
global telecommunications.
2004 (2012) – What do you think is possible during the upcoming Venus transit?
Considering the occurrences accompanying these earlier Venus transits, the steps forward
in global communications and the evolution of the global mind that these have entailed, it
boggles the mind as to what could occur. The fundamental difference compared to
previous transits is the advanced state of global communications that now already exist.
Almost everyone in the world will, through newspapers, letters, telephones and the
internet, will have advanced notice of this Venus transit.
As we open into this new time. The connection begins on the sixth day of June, it hits its
crescendo on the eighth, its apex, and on the tenth it wanes.
It is the sixth month, the sixth to eighth day(s) and the sixth sense that brings you to the
completion of what many of you have been longing for.
Some of us will be inspired to act on new methods we have been thinking about for a few
months. Any study or effort can only improve our mental processes and will be
drastically needed in the future. Venus will primarily affect our personal lives and as
Venus rules all relationships in the sign of Gemini (communication), we can only expect
opportunities to bring more balance and harmony in our lives by revising our
commitments and emotional allegiances. Some lucky souls may find new taste in food,
clothing, and music. Many will go through incredible transitions while others will
benefit from contracts and financial transactions and some people may need to invest in a
new car or communication gadgets.
*****It is being predicted that the form of communication that is being opened up on
people is the ability to “soul speak”. Soul speak is the ability to communicate nonverbally, non-physically between your human consciousness and your higher self
consciousness, between you and the unseen forces of light. For any of you that have even
thought about being a channel, a medium, this is the period of time to open up to do this.
It is not just opening up to the other realms; it is opening up to communicate throughout
the world without using the telephone, computer, telegraph, etc. You will be opening up
to using your own telephonic or your own vibration. It is learning to move fluidly

between the physical reality and the Spirit Realms. It is like being a bridge to the
different realms of vibration.
Some sources are saying that this transit will be awakening the right half of the brain.
The incoming cosmic energies could favor the right half of the brain through which the
intuitive faculties of our mind are mediated. The intuitive mental field has always
existed. The human awareness of this event will increase dramatically. This field
favoring telepathic communication may be the most important factor in bringing about a
harmonizing effect on the planet.
Now we want to interject another thought here. If we have not done our work on clearing
our personal issues that have dealt with communication, all our personal issues will come
up to be dealt with now. This would be related to the throat chakra and second chakra.
The energy that is coming to us during this particular time is fully balanced. This energy
is empowering yet is the most humble of expressions that exist because this energy does
not choose right or wrong, good or bad, because it is already the balancing focus. It is the
love of consciousness.
Now we want you to remember that we are dealing with the planet Venus, “Goddess of
Love That You Are”. You have to take a look your relationships, the love of self and the
love of others. This brings in the heart chakra and root chakra.
Reset your masterminds of what you can do and what you can’t do; make sure they are
filled with everything that you truly want in your life, not something someone else has
applied to your thinking. We believe that if you set your intent strongly enough and as
you move into this new level of consciousness with all the tools we have provided you,
you can go forward with ease. This does not have to be hard........ As you have
progressed through the different levels of our work you will be able to use your skills for
your journey of freedom of light, happiness and the love awakening for all.
The pitching of a sound, the sound of light, will permeate the Earth plane. This energy
has arrived and it will not leave for some time to come. You can begin to understand that
the great balance that has been held so long by the Creator is going to be released to
another level of consciousness. The balance you have watched between good and evil. It
is now time for all to come into the light. It is time to move.
For the people who are hung up on the words dealing with the different dimensions and
putting numbers to them. Focus on and agree that there is going to be a Great Shift in
consciousness. Don't get hung up on the "words"..... and miss the event.
Keep doing the gold light exercise and grounding, keep thinking your physical body
bigger because you need to be less dense as this energy flows through you.
It seems that all of our work has been developed and being directed for this particular
time. As this vibration comes in, you will have to deal with the issues that you have not

dealt with in the past. You can no longer avoid these issues plus the patterns that have
been set up by the different societies that we live in. That is why we have developed the
different levels of work and the other things that we do. Our work will help you as you
process and integrate the new energies that are flowing.
Can you remain centered and balanced while there is chaos going on all around you? If
not, look at the things that draw you from being centered. They may be the things that
you may need to work on.
The timing of this event is important. It is about the time when the whole world must
begin to make decisions as to whether you will turn to the light or try to hold on to all that
you’ve been taught, all that you have learned from your predecessors.

The door of light opens into itself. GO WITHIN............
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